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Chapter 3 

S I FiSCISTB 1RI IKAB-STHICKHI 

Standartenfuhrer (high ranking SS officer on the level of 
colonel) Alois Schwahi, the camp commandant, was still in his 
office that evening with the two camp fuhrers, Weisan^k and 
Kluttig. 

In anticipation of approaching events once the Rhine was 
crossed, Schwahi had conceived a plan for medical aids A 
squad to be made up of prisoners, would assist the SS during 
the continuous air-raid a l a r m s and in case of attack on 
the camp. The formation of this squad had been the cause of 
the argument, which was growing increasingly sharper. 

Q U A R R E L 
At first the quarrel concerned the composition of the 

medical squad. Kluttig had revolted against Schwahifs inten
tion of using only long-term political prisoners* As command-
ant, Schwahi could afford to read the former shopkeeper a pat
ronizing sermon* 

"What you don't have, my dear man, is a knowledge of peo
ple, and far-sightedness* We have to take advantage of the 
Communist1s discipline. None of them will escape us. They 
stick together like burrs." 

Kluttig had begun to simmer. His replies grew increas
ingly sharp and his voice took on that ugly cutting tone that 
Schwahi secretly feared, for it reminded him so much of the 
voice of his old penitentiary director. 

"I must call your attention to the fact that the utilisa
tion of Communists In this situation is dangerous. Use other 
prisoners for that purpose." 

Schwahi puffed himself out: "Bababaa ah,'1 he said, stop
ped in front of Kluttig. drew up M s shoulders and stuck his 
belly outs "Other prisoners? Professional criminals? Hood
lums?" 
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"There's a secret Communist organisation here in the 
camp!" 

"What could they possibly do?" Schwahl was walking 
around the desk again. 

"There's a s e c r e t radio transmitter in the camp!" 
Unexpectedly Kluttig stepped up to the desk, thereby stopping 
Schwahl1s promenade. 

The commandant was sublime at playing the condescending 
superior. He fingered a button on Kluttig1s uniform: "You 
know I had a direction finder used on that supposed transmit
ter. R e s u l t ? Nil! Don't lose your nerve, Herr Haup-
tsturmfuhrer!" 

"I admire your nerve, Herr Commandant I" 
They measured one another with cold eyes* Schwahl felt 

as if his chest were stiffening, but at the same moment his 
artificially preserved self-control fell apart and he suddenly 
yelledt "I donft go to pieces like you! If I gave the order 
the whole camp would be shot down in half an hour! The whole 
camp, that18 right, including your Communist organisation!" 

But Kluttig1 s control had also reached its limit. All 
the blood left his bony face, and he shouted at Schwahl in 
such a way that the frightened Weisangk leaped between them 
and tried to force Kluttig away: "Take it easy, Kluttig, take 
it easy.,." 

Schwahl looked from one to the other, and with an access 
of grim humour finally said: "Well, gentlemen, the game is up." 

Kluttig banged his hand on the table and shrieked hys
terically: "Noi" He stuck out his lower jaw. 

Schwahl sensed Kluttig1s inner panic. He threw away the 
cigarette and stood up. He savored the feeling that he had 
himself in hand again. A large map mounted on wood hung 
behind his desk. Schwahl stepped up to it and looked at it 
with the eye of a connoisseur. Then he tapped the coloured 
pins. "This is how the front looks - here and here and here.* 
He turned around and leaned on the desk with stiff hands." 
"Or doesn't it?" 

Weisangk and Kluttig kept quiet* Schwahl put his fists 
on his hips. "And how will it be in four weeks? In eight 
weeks, or even in three weeks?" He gave the answer by pound
ing on the map with his fist. On Berlin, Dresden, Weimar. The 
wood backing thundered. Schwahl was satisfied. He saw the 
effect of his words in the way Kluttig's cheekbones worked and 

in Veisangk's stupidly helpless dog eyes. Like a general he 
returned to,the conference table, saying importantlyt 



"la there any room for illusions, gentlemen?** 
He sat down. "The Bolshevitain the east, the Americans 

In the west, And we1 re In the middle. Or aren't we? Eh? Con
sider, Hauptaturmfuhrer. Nobody1 a whistling after us, nobody 
cares about our hida - except maybe for tanning.**. 

Despite everything. Kluttig oonveyed the commandant's 
order for medical aid to Reineboth the next morning. T h e 
of floe of the Hauptacharfuhrer, (SS rank above the level of 
Sergeant-MaJor) Who was barely twenty-five years old, was looa-
ted in a aide wing of the camp's entrance building. With hi a 
carefully tended .looks, Reineboth provided a sharp contrast to 
Kluttig. 

He had received the order indolently leaning back in the 
chair with his knee against the edge of the table. **Medioal 
squad? Great idea. He curled his lip cynically. "It looks 
like somebody's afraid of the big bad wolf, eh?** 

Kluttig had not answered} he had walked over to the radio* 
With his legs wide apart and his hands on his hips he stood 
before the cabinet, from which the voioe of the news announoer 
was issuing* 

**••• after severe bannering from enemy artillery, a bat
tle for the l o w e r R h i n e broke out last night. The 
troops occupying Mainz were withdrawn to the right bank of the 
Rhine.. ." 

Reineboth watched him for a while. He knew what was going 
on in Kluttig and was hiding his own fear of the approaching 
danger behind badly acted flippancy. "It's time you started 
learning English," he said, and his permanently arrogant smile 
fXose. to a hard wrinkle at the corner of the mouth. 

Kluttig did not notice the irony, he growled angrilys 
"It's them or ual" 

"Us," replied Reineboth, with elegance, threw the ruler 
on the table and stood up. They looked at one another, were 
silent, and concealed what they were thinking. 

Kluttig became restive. "If we have to go...** He shook 
his fiste and pressed the words through his teeth! "I won* t 
leave a mouse alive here!" 

He (Reineboth) grinned into Kluttig*s face: "So much for 
your hopes of becoming a Sturmbannfuhrer and even commandant**. 
Mockingly, Reineboth grasped the air with his hands as if cli
mbing a ladder. "It's over and done with, Adele," he sang. 
"Never mind, Irm suffering with you.** 

Angered that Reineboth had exposed his ambitious plans so 
callously, Kluttig threw himself on a chair and stared into 
space. It really was over! All that was left was to save 
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themselves from that lot inside. Enraged, he swore at the 
absent commandant: "Goddam half-ass! He knows perfectly well 
that those swine in the camp are organised. Instead of taking 
a dozen of them and knocking them off..." 

"The question is whether he gets the righT, ones," Heine-
both remark**!, "otherwise there's trouble , my boy. The first 
shot has to get the right ones, the leadership, the brains." 

"Kramerl" said Kluttig quickly. 
"That's one, and who are the others?" 
Reineboth lit a cigarette and sat down on the corner of 

the table. Lazily he swung his right leg. 
Kluxtig hissed furiouslyt "I'll lock the bastard up and 

squeeze him like a lemon!*9 

Reineboth smiled arrogantly: "Nafve, Herr Camp Puhrer, 
very nafve. Firstly* Kramer won't talk, you won't even get a 
hyphen out of him. Secondly: If you lock up Kramer you warn . 
the others." 

He went over to the loud-speaker apparatus, saying, "Take" 
a good look at that baby, and you'll know you won't get so much 
as a fart out of him." 

He switched on the microphone: Camp Senior Kramer to the 
report fuhrer immediately. 

A few minutes later Kramer was standing in the room. He 
took in the situation at once. Kluttig, who had looked at him 
mistrustfully the moment he entered, was leaning against the 
wall; the cynical youth was in the chair behind the desk, reo? 
lining rather than sitting. "We've got something new for you, 
listen here." Kramer knew the indclent, conceited tone* Reine
both rose without Ivite, put his hands in his trouser pockets, 
and 8trolled about the room. He had made up his mind to convey 
the commandant*s order very casually. Precisely the underlined 
indifference and Kluttig's glowering look, which Kramer could 
feel coming at him from the side, warned him that something 
extraordinary was afoot. 

Sixteen inmates, the arrogant young man said stridently, 
whacking at his boots, sixteen long-term political prisoners 
were to be taken for the medical squad. Speaking into the air 
and still another degree more casual, the strolling youth exp
lained that during an air-raid alarm the medical squad was to 
go beyond the outermost sentry posts.•• Kramer's blood seemed 
to stop, but he had himself under control and his face betrayed 
nothing of the thoughts that were already sweeping through his 
mind: sixteen good comrades beyond the outermost sentry posts... 

Kluttig pushed himself violently away front the wall, 
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drew himself up before Eraser and yelped at hint "The prison
ers will go without guards, get it?" 

He could only conceal his agitation with difficulty, and 
hissed between clenched teethi '•You can spare yourself any 
illusions, we're watching out." He himself did not know how 
this watching was to be accomplished. They looked at one ano
ther in silence. Kramer received with caln eyes the cold 
hatred stabbing out of Kluttlg* Suddenly he was overcome by 
triumphant certainty. Behind the hatred in those colourless, 
red-rinmed eyes he saw fear, naked fear* Kluttlg became inc
reasingly furious, but Kramer was not as calm as he looked. 
Back of his forehead he was figuring out possibilities. Heine-
both seemed afraid that Kluttlg would lose his head any moment, 
and tried to prevent this. 

"Tomortov morning you bring the sixteen punks to me." 
Kramer* to whose back Relneboth had spoken, turned around 

to him and answered! "Yessir." c. . 
"You'll be tricked out with ' b a n d a g e l e f t s , 

gas masks and steel helmets.11 

" Y e s s i r . " 
The youth sauntered over to Kramer and grabbed him by the 

front of his j a c k e t . "If any of those punks get away..." 
Smiling insinuatingly, Relneboth added with dangerous amiabil
ity t "Any losses will be made good." 

Before Kramer could answer, Kluttlg was standing before 
him. He c&aked intimidatingly, "All over the camp!" 

" Y e s s i r . " 

YOU STAKED) THB OROJJTiaiTtofc... 
Kluttlg wanted to burst out, but Kramer1s composure cho

ked evertything in him, all he could utter was a caws "Get 
out!" But as Kramer went to the door, Kluttlg lost control and 
shouted: "Stop!" When Kramer turned around in surprise Klu
ttlg went up close and asked slyly: "You used to be a func
tionary at one time?" 

• Kramer t ought fast: What does he want? and answered: 
"Yeesir." 

" C o m m u n i s t ? " 
" Y e s s i r . " 
Kramer's frankness took Kluttlg aback. "You simply tell 

me that as if - as if - • 
A scarcely perceptible smile flitted over Kramer's mouth. 

"That's what I'm here for..." 
"Hoi" Kluttlg responded sharply; he had caught himself 
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again* "You're here to keep you from starting any gangs of 
conspirators, any secret organisations, like you're doing here 
in the camp I" Kluttig drilled his look into Kramer's eyes. 
Behind Kluttig the youth was standing wit! his thumb stuck 
under the button seam of his uniform jacket, and rocking on 
his toes. 

Secret organisation? Kramer withstood the gimlet look. 
Did they know anything? Immediately he realised that Kluttig 
was only groping. So that's it, thought Kramer, you take me 
for the organiserl You're cockeyedl He had a feeling that he, 
with his broad back, was protecting Bochow from them. He ans
wered calmlyt "But you yourselff Herr Hauptsturmfuhrer, you' 
were the one who started the organisation." 

Infinitely astounded, Kluttig could noly utter a long-
drawn "Wha^-a^at?" and Reineboth took a step closer. 

"You don't say." 
Kramer recognised the advantage of his bold thrust and 

reinforced it. "There's nothing secret about it. The c a m p 
is under the self-government of the prisoners, and we carry 
out strictly al? the commands of the camp leadership;" 

Kluttig looked appealingly at Reineboth, who was smiling 
scornfully. It seemed as if he were amused. This enraged 
Kluttig, and he scolded at Kramers "That*s tightl And you, . 
of course, have put your own people into all the jobs!" 

"The command of the camp leadership was to entrust decent 
and conscientious prisoners with the administration," 

"Communists, right?" 
Kramer replied undismayed! "Every single prisoner Vfca 

brought to the camp leadership and presented and okayed by it." 
Kluttig was getting nowhere with Kramer, he tramped furi

ously through the room and yelpeds "Bums, trash, criminals, v. 
all of them'" 

Kramer stood without moving and silently let Kluttig'8 
rage break over him. Kluttig stepped up to him again and ges
ticulated with his hands: "We know everything! .Daa'.t think 
we're stupid." 

Reineboth stepped between Kramer and the slavering Klut
tig. 

"Dismissed," he said nasally. 
Kluttig rushed sparling at the door which had closed 

behind Kramer. "That dog, g o d d a m h i m •••!* 
' Reineboth, leaning against the table, remarked with** 

mocking smiles "I told you you woulda't .jet a fart out of • 
him." 



OAV THE CHILD STAT? 
In the cleric18 office of the effects room the prisoners 

from the commando were squatting around Jankowski. Pippig had 
put a slice of bread into his pocket. Jankowski was secretly 
breaking off one piece after another and surreptitiously put
ting it into his mouth; he was ashamed of his hunger. 

"Just chew it up, old boy," Pippig encouraged him. "We've 
got dumplings with horseradish sauce today." With that he 
shoved another cup of ersatz coffee at Jankowski. Kropinski 
had to interpret for the Pole. Then the two Poles talked to 
one another, and Kropinski translated. 

"He saying he ain't fadder of child. Padder dead and 
mudder also in Auschwitz and gassed. He saying was child tree 
mont1 old when it come wit fadder and mudder from Varshava 
ghetto to Auschwitz camp. He saying SS kill all children. 
Little child always hidden." 

Jankowski interrupted the translation and talked eagerly 
at Kropinski. Kropinski continued interpreting his incredible 
story: 

"He saying little child don't know- what is human being. 
It only know what'is SS and what is prisoner. He saying, but 
little child know very good when SS coining aod hide itself and 
always be very quiet.7 

Kropinski fell silent. The othere were silent too, and 
bowed their heads. Hofel wordlessly laid his hand on that of 
the Pole, who s m i l e d g e n t l y ; he had been under
stood. 

"Marian," Hofel asked Kropinski, "find out what the boy's 
name is." 

Kropinski got the answer, and translated! 
"Little child name Stephan Cyliak and fadder of little 

child was lawyer in Varshava." 
Hofel's eyes rested in deep sympathy on the frail little 

man, who was certainly well over fifty. 
Full of trust, Jankowski looked about him at the circle 

of prisoners who were so friendly to him, and his modest smile 
expressed confidence that after so many dangers the child was 
safe at last. Hofel's heart grew heavy. The P o l e had no 
idea why he had been summoned; no doubt he was glad to have 
found such good comrades. Hofel thought how the "good comra
des" would tell the Poles Take you kid away, we can't use it 
here. And the quiet man would take up his burden without a 
murmur and drag it on and on, anxiously trying to protect the 
little spark of life from being stamped out by an SS boot. 
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Jankowski probably felt that the German was looking at him in 
a special way* he smiled at Hofel. But Hofel sank ever deep
er into' his own thoughts. Here a helpless man drags, a crumb'of 
life about with him which he has swindled out of the clutfchM 
of death in Auschwitz, oily to bring .it into new9 unknown 
perils* What folly! Somewhere death would take the suitcase 
out of his hand, with a grins Oh look, do look, what someone's 
brought me! ••• Everything in Hofel rebelled* If this sense
lessness were to be stopped, then it had to happen here and 
now.* Only here end nowhere else in the world was there a 
chance to save the child. Hofel looked about him* There was 
silence* Heme of the prisoners knew what to say. Hofel's eyes 
clung to Pippig. They looked dumbly at one another. The heavy 
burden of a decision between two duties pressed against Hofel's 
heart, and he recognised painfully how alone he was at t h i s 
moment. Piggip's silent look pulled at him, and Hofel was tem
pted to nod at Pippig in quiet agreement. But all he could 
manage was a heavy sigh t h a t c a m e d e e p f n » 
within him, and he stood up. 

"Stay here," he said to the prisoners. "Watch out 
in case Zweiling suddenly turns up." 

a With Jankowski, Kropinski and Pippig he went to the cctew 
er in the back* When the child' saw Jankowski, he permitted 
himself to be lifted and held like a confiding little puppy. 

Jankowski pressed the child to him silently and wept with
out sound or tears. There was an oppressive stillness among 
the men which Pippig could not stand for long* 

"AH right, don'ymake a funeral out of it," he said 
roughly, although he could hardly swallow. Jankowski asked 
Hofel something, forgetting that the German cdUld not undejv 
stand him. Kropinski helped outs 

"He asking, can little child stay here?" 
How was the moment for Hofel to tell the Pole that he.was 

going with the transport in the morning, dnd taking i t b;e; 
Child ... but he could not utter a. word anil was cellared vttt. 
Pippig gave the answer. He patted Jankowski - soothingly oa the 
back; the kid was staying here, sure he was - and he lookfed 
at Hofel ohallengingLy. But Hofel was silent, he did not have 
the strength to contradict Pippig. All at once fear overcame . 
him. Through his silence he had taken the first, step towards 
circumventing Bochow's assignment. Urue^he pansole^ Mlffl'f 
with the thought that there would still be time toarapfw ^,-
give the child back to the Pole, yet he felt that hi* t**± 
grip on his obligation was slipping more aad mmm* 
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AM UHDBRGROUH) MITTTA 
After Proll had gone to the Little Camp. Krammer sent 

for Bochow through a prisoner from the clerks1 room* 
"Did you make out all right with Hofel?" was Bochow1 s 

first question* 
"I'll get around to it," Kramer replied crossly* "Listen 

to me, something's up," 
He told Bochow in a few words what had happened with Klut-

tig and Reineboth, and informed him of the commandant's order. 
"They're on to something, that's clear, but they don't 

know anything definite. As long as they suspect me as the 
central figure you people are safe," Kramer concluded his 
report. Bochow had listened attentively* 

"So they're looking for us," he expressed his thoughts. 
"All right. As long as we don't make any mistakes they 

won't find us. But 1 don't like the Idea of you being the 
shock absorber." 

"Don't you worry, with the size of my back I'll be shield
ing the lot of you." 

Bochow looked searching].y at Kramer; he had detected the 
faint Irony in his* words. S i i g h t l y Irritated heifceiB— 
fore said: "Yes, yes, Walter, I know. I have confidence in 
you; I mean we have confidence in you. Is that enough for you?" 

Kramer turned abruptly from .bochow and sat down at his 
table. "No!" 

Bochow pricked up his ears* "What does that mean?" 
Kramer let it outs "Why should I put a little kid in the 

transport? It's safest with usl Can't you understand? What 
iB it about the kid?" 

Bochow pounded his fist into his hand. "Don't make it so 
hard for me, Walter! There's absolutely nothing about the kid!" 

"So much the worse!" Kramer rose and walked up and down. 
Visibly he fought down the agitation, in himself, stood still 
and gazed grimly before him. 

"It has to do with Hofel, hasn't it?1* 
Bochow -evaded him. "You make trouble for yourself with 

such questions." 
"You call that confidence in me?" Kramer jeered. "I shit 

on it!" 
" W a l t e r ! " 
"Oh, go onI Stupidity! Nonsense! Your damned mysteries! 

You've got an underground mania!" 
"Walter, for Christ's sake! For you own security you 

should never know more about things than is necessary for your* 
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don't you understand that? Your own proection is the issue!" 
"The child's protection is the issue!" Kramer tried 

cajoling. "Couldn't we do something else with the kid? I'll 
hide it I How's that? Huh? Depend on it, it'll be safe with 
me," 

For a moment it looked as if Bochow would give in, but 
then he refused all the more vehemently: 

"Out of the questionl The child must get out of the camp 
immediately! It may be hard, what I'm demanding of you, I 
admit it. But the conditions are hard. Of courseit has to do 
with Hofel, why should I keep it from you, you know it anyway. 
I'll tell you something more. You ought to know that I don't 
suffer from an underground mania. Hofel's job is at a very 
sensitive point. Listen Walter! At a very sensitive one! 
If the chain snaps there, the whole works can break down." 

Bochow kept quiet for a moment. His words had silenced 
Kramer, who was staring blankly* To make the impossibility of 
Kramer's desire clear to him, Bochow took up his thought. 

"You take the kid away from Hofel and hide it somewhere. 
Good. Can you also hide the fact that the kid came from Hofel? 
An accident happens and the k i d is found..." 

Kramer raised his hands. Bochow refused to be interrupted. 
"Just an accident, Walter; we've had experience! A thing 

can be so sure, and then some trifle - you see, the kid is a 
little trifle like that. You can't just bury it like a dead 
cat. Somebody will have to be around the k i d . The some
body ends up in the bunker... and betrays you and..." 

Now Kramer could no longer restrain himself, he laughed 
out heartily. "They'd beat me to death before I'd..." 

Emphatically, urgently, Bochow continued: 
"They don't get anything out of you, you1 re dead. But 

you know their methods. Who says they won't drag the kid to 
Weimar. There it will be sat on the lap of some N a z i 
nanny who's in on their game: You come from Buchenwald camp, 
you poor little thing. What's the name of the good uncle who 
hid you ftom the bad SS?" 

"And the good nanny asks the kid so long, in Uerman, in 
R u s s i a n , in Polish, whatever the kid understands, that 
it... And then, Walter, there's no one there any more whose 
broad back can shield Hofel...." Bochow had said enough. He 
put his hands into his pockets and both men were silent until 
Kramer finally said, after a difficult decision: 

"I'll ... I'll KO to Hofel afterwards..." 


